Network science has proven to be extremely successful in understanding of complex systems. In recent years, the study of systems comprised of numerous types of relations i.e. multiplex networks has brought higher resolution details on dynamics of these systems. Link prediction puts networks under the microscope from the angle of associations among node pairs. Although link prediction in single-layer networks has a long history, efforts on the same task in multiplex networks are not plentiful.
Introduction
Link prediction has been an area of interest in the research of complex networks for over two decades [1] , studying the relationships between entities (nodes) in data represented as graphs. The main goal is to reveal the underlying truth behind emerging or missing connections between node pairs of a network. Link prediction methods have a wide range of applications, from discovery of latent and spurious interactions in biological networks (which is basically quite costly if performed in traditional methods) [2, 3] to recommender systems [4, 5] and better routing in wireless mobile networks [6] . Numerous perspectives have been adopted to attack the problem of link prediction. Similarity-based methods tend to measure how similar nodes are as an indication on the likelihood of linkage between them. This approach is a result of assuming two nodes are similar if they share many common features [7] . A whole lot of nodes' features stay hidden (or kept hidden intentionally) in real networks. Additionally, it is an interesting question that despite of hiding a considerable amount of network information, what fraction of the truth behind a process (e.g. link formation) can still be extracted by solely including structural features? That is one of the main drives to utilize structural similarity indices for link prediction. Several different classifications of similarity measures have been proposed, among all, classifying based on locality of indices is of great importance. To name a few, Common Neighbors (CN) [1] , Preferential Attachment (PA) [8] , Adamic-Adar (AA) [9] and Resource Allocation (RA) [10] are popular indices focusing mostly on nodes' structural features, each with unique characteristics. Despite their simplicity, these indices are popular due to their low computational cost. On the other hand, global indices take features of the whole network structure into account, tolerating higher cost of computation, usually in favor of more accurate information. Take length of paths between pairs of nodes for instance, which the well-known Katz [11] index operates on. Average Commute Time (ACT) [1] and PageRank [12] are some other notable global indices. Somewhere in between lies the quasi local methods which inherit properties from both local and global indices meaning that although they utilize some global network information, computational complexity is kept comparable to local methods, such as the Local Path (LP) [13] index and Local Random Walk (LRW) [14] . For more detailed information on these similarity indices (also described as unsupervised methods in the literature [15] ), readers are advised to refer to Ref. [16] . Some researchers have tackled the link prediction problem using the ideas of information theory; as in Ref. [17] mutual information (MI) of common neighbors has been utilized to estimate the connection likelihood of a pair of nodes. Moreover, Path Entropy (PE) [18] similarity index has been conducted which not only takes quantity and length of paths between a pair of nodes into account, but also considers the entropy of those paths affecting connection likelihood of the pair.
From a coarse-grained point of view, supervised models of link prediction reside in a different class than aforementioned unsupervised ones. They learn a group of parameters by processing input graph and use certain models, such as feature-based prediction (HPLP [19] ) and latent feature extraction (Matrix Factorization [15] ). Representation learning has helped automating the whole process of link prediction especially feature selection, one such example method is node2vec [20] . Learning-based methods usually lead to better results compared to similarity-based counterparts, but this does not mean that unsupervised models should be considered obsolete. On the one hand, unsupervised models provide a clearer insight on underlying characteristics of networks, take common neighbors (CN) for example which indicates the high clustering property of networks [18] or Adamic-Adar index which is based on the size of common nodes' neighborhoods [9] . On the other hand, unsupervised methods can take much less computation effort, which makes them suitable for online prediction without any high cost training phase or feature selection process [21] .
As said so far, complex networks research was focused on single-layer networks (simplex or monoplex) for many years. The study of multi-layer (multiplex or heterogeneous) networks dates back to several years ago, although with disparate terminology. Most of the work in this field have been done since 2012, Refs. [22, 23] provide noteworthy reviews on history of multi-layer networks. Attempts for multi-layer link prediction are not abundant in which some of them are introduced here. Hidden geometric correlation in real multiplex networks [24] is an interesting work which depicts how multiplex networks are not just random combinations of single-layer networks. They employ these geometric correlations for trans-layer link prediction i.e. incorporating observations of other layers for predicting connections in a specific layer. This work is followed by a study that argues the requirement of a link persistence factor to explain high edge overlap in real multiplex systems [25] . In heterogeneous networks (i.e. networks with different types of nodes and relations), several similarity search approaches have been proposed. PathSim [26] is a meta path-based similarity measure that can find similar peers in heterogeneous networks (e.g. authors in similar fields in a bibliographic network). The intuition behind PathSim is that two peer objects are similar if they are not only strongly connected, but also share comparable visibility (number of path instances from a node to itself). HeteSim [27] is another method of the same kind which can measure similarity of objects of different type, inspired by the intuition that two objects are related if they are referenced by related objects. Their drawback, however, is their dependence on connectivity degrees of node-pairs (neglecting further information provided by meta paths themselves) and their necessity of using one and usually symmetric meta-path. In Ref. [28] , a mutual information model has been employed to tackle these problems. Most meta path-based models suffer from lack of automated meta-path selection mechanism, in other words, pre-defined meta paths (mostly specific to the dataset under study) are utilized to help with prediction tasks. Another major issue of previously discussed methods is that by including longer meta paths much more computation is needed to analyze these paths and their role in prediction.
Extending traditional similarity measures to multiplex networks have always been a challenge. In this paper, an information-theoretic model is devised that employs other layers' structural information for better link prediction in some arbitrary layer of the network. By incorporating several similarity indices (AA, RA, PA, CN and ACT) as base proximity measures, we will describe that the proposed method, SimBins, can be used to extend all similarity indices for multiplex link prediction without significantly degrading time complexity. Finally, it is shown that SimBins improves prediction performance on several different real-world social, biological and technological multiplex networks.
Data
Various real-world multiplex network datasets from different contexts are selected for investigation; from social (Physicians, NTN and CS-Aarhus) to technological (Air/Train and London Transport) and biological systems (C. Elegans, Drosophila and Human Brain). They also have diverse characteristics that are briefly introduced in Table 1 .
 Air/Train (AT). This dataset consists of Indian airports network and train stations network and their geographical distances [31] . To relate the train stations to the geographically nearby airports, in [24] they have aggregated all train stations within 50km from an airport into a supernode. Then, the supernodes are considered as connected if they share a common train station, or if one train station of one supernode is directly connected to a station of the other supernode. Air is the network of airports and Train is the network of aggregated train station supernodes.  C. Elegans. The network of neurons of the nematode Caenorhabditis Elegans that are connected through miscellaneous synaptic connection types: Electric, Chemical Monadic and Chemical Polyadic [32] .  Drosophila Melanogaster (DM). Layers of this network represent different types of proteinprotein interactions belonged to the fly Drosophila Melanogaster, namely suppressive genetic interaction and additive genetic interaction. More details can be found in Refs [33, 34] .  Human Brain (HB). The human brain multiplex network is taken from [24, 35] . It consists of a structural or anatomical layer and a functional layer that connect 90 different regions of the human brain (nodes) to each other. The structural network is gathered by dMRI and the functional network by BOLD fMRI [35] . In this multiplex network, the structural connections are obtained by setting a threshold on connection probability of brain regions (which is proportional to density of axonal fibers in between) [24] . The functional interactions are derived in a similar manner, by putting a threshold on the connection probability of regions which is proportional to a correlation coefficient measured for activity of brain region pairs [24] .  Physicians. Taken from [36] , the Physicians multiplex dataset contains 3 layers which relate physicians in four US towns by different types of relationships; to be specific, advice, discuss and friendship connections.  Noordin Top Terrorist Network (NTN). Taken from [37] , this multiplex dataset is made of information among 78 individuals i.e. Indonesian terrorists that depicts their relationships with respect to exchanged communications, financial businesses, common operations and mutual trust.  London Transport. For the purpose of studying navigability performance under network failures, De Domenico et al. [38] gathered a dataset for public transport of London consisting of 3 different layers; the tube, the overground, and the docklands light railway (DLR). Nodes are stations which are linked to each other if a real connection exists between them in the corresponding layer.  CS-Aarhus. This dataset is collected from [39] which is conducted at the Department of Computer Science at Aarhus University in Denmark among the employees. The network consists of 5 different interactions corresponding to current work relationships, repeated leisure activities, regularly eating lunch together, co-authorship of publications and friendship on Facebook.
Node multiplexity in Table 1 shows the fraction of nodes in a multiplex network that are active (have at least one link attached) in more than one layer. 
Information Theory Background
This sub-section is concerned with the issue of introducing necessary concepts of information theory, as it lays out the main mathematical background of the proposed method. What follows is the definition of self-information and mutual information.
Given a random variable X , the self-information or surprisal of occurrence of event xX  with probability () px is defined as [40] :
The self-information implies how much uncertainty or surprise there is in the occurrence of an event; the less probable the outcome is, the more the surprise it conveys. The base of the logarithmic functions is assumed to be 2 throughout the paper, as they measure uncertainty in bits of information.
Let's proceed with the definition of mutual information between two random variables X and Y with joint probability mass function ( , ) p x y and marginal probability mass functions ()
Consequently, the mutual information of two events xX  and yY  can be denoted as [17] :
In fact, the mutual information indicates how much two variables are dependent to each other i.e. for a variable X , how much uncertainty is reduced due to another variable Y . The mutual information would be zero if and only if two variables are independent. In the following section, we will describe how these two measures play their roles in designation of our method.
Base Similarity Measures
There is extensive literature on similarity measures that determine how similar two nodes are in a single-layer network; as it was partially presented on introduction of this paper. In our proposed method, a subset of these similarity indices (both local and global) is used as base measures that the multiplex link prediction model is built on top of them.
 CN [1] : Maybe, the most well-known and typical way to measure similarity of two nodes x and y is to count the number of their common neighbors:  PA [8] : Preferential Attachment is a well-known phenomenon in social networks i.e. nodes with more links are more likely to make new connections, thus it is said that "the rich get richer" specifically in financial use-cases:
This measure needs no information about what the neighbors of nodes are, only the number of neighbors or degree of the nodes; making it quite low complexity.  RA [10] : In Resource Allocation, degree of a node is considered as a resource that is allocated to the neighbors of that node negatively proportional to its degree:
 AA [9] : This metric is another way of weighted counting of common features instead of simply adding them up. The rare features are more contributing and more heavily weighted than RA: (10) where e is a column vector of 1's and n is the total number of nodes.
Results
Does the structure of one layer of a multiplex, provide any information on the formation of links in some other layer of the same network? Take a social multiplex network, for example, in which one layer states people's work relationships and the other layer represents their friendship. Intuitively it can be conjectured that in a real multiplex like our sample social network, structural changes in one layer can affect the others; if two people become colleagues, the conditions of them being friends will probably not be the same as it was before. More specifically, is there any correlation among the structure of layers of a multiplex network? This question has been positively answered in previous studies with different approaches. In Ref. [24] a null model is created for a multiplex network, by randomly reshuffling translayer node-to-node mappings. Subsequently, it is shown that geometric trans-layer correlations are destroyed in the null model compared to the original network. Learning based methods have also employed structural features to predict links in multiplex networks [43, 44] .
A wide variety of structural features can be analyzed to uncover correlations between layers. Direct links, common neighbors, paths [1] and eigenvectors [45] are such examples containing structural information about networks. In the following sections we will develop a set of tools that assist in collection of evidences about trans-layer correlations in multiplex networks, as basic intuitions backing the proposed link prediction framework.
Partitioning Node Pairs (Binning)
Consider two layers , {1, 2,..., }; T A M T A  of a multiplex network with M layers and V nodes. T is the target layer, so it is intended to predict likelihood of presence of links in that layer, and A is the auxiliary layer assisting the prediction task. A subset U  of U V V  is constituted so that Two different partitions of U  is formed (in a way that will be described in the following lines):
(i) w.r.t the target layer T : Aforementioned partitions (bins) form the building blocks of how the multiplex networks are scrutinized in this paper, as they put forward a coarse-grained view of the data; tolerating the statistically insignificant phenomena observed in particular regions of the networks. The setting denoted above will be used from now onwards, to avoid any further repetitions.
Intra-layer and Trans-layer Correlations
The foregoing discussion introduces two key measures for target and auxiliary layer bins, namely S is the connection likelihood of pairs existing in that bin. This measure can also be expressed as conditional probability of connection of an arbitrary node pair , xy in layer T , given their similarity (bin) in that same layer: S that are linked to all of node pairs in the set:
Intra-layer connection probability for four different multiplex (duplex) networks is provided for each bin in (Fig 1) . In data-driven observations of this paper, wherever a similarity measure is involved, AdamicAdar index is used; otherwise specified. Additionally, it is assumed that the number of bins in both the target and auxiliary layers i.e. The bars with dotted lines in (Fig 1) represent imputed values. Because of high frequency of some certain similarity values (such as 0 scores in AA for node pairs with no common neighbors), a perfect equal-depth binning may not be feasible; as a result, a number of bins will contain no sample node pairs. The value of intra-layer connection probability for these bins has been imputed using a penalized least squares method which allows fast smoothing of gridded (missing) data [46] . In addition to more clear observations, this imputation will let us fix the number of bins and handle missing data in a systematic way. This indicates that by the increment of similarity (higher bin numbers) intra-layer probability increases respectively, depicting a positive correlation between similarity (bin number) and intra-layer connection probability; as stated in one of the most substantial works on the history of link prediction. Trans-layer connection probability is defined analogously except that although connection in target layer T is concerned, the similarity scores of node pairs are given in auxiliary layer A. 
Empirical value of trans-layer connection probability is calculated likewise:
In other words, trans T p w.r.t A relates the similarity of node pairs in layer A to their probability of connection in layer T . Trans-layer connection probability of four duplexes is depicted in (Fig 2) . The bars with dotted lines represent imputed trans-layer connection probabilities, similar to intralayer connection probabilities in (Fig 1) . By inspecting the values of trans-layer connection probabilities for the datasets under study, a rising pattern is prominent by moving to bins corresponding to higher similarity ranges. Drosophila in (Fig 2-d) brings up an exceptional case, where similarity in the auxiliary (Additive) layer shows no correlation with connection in the target (Suppressive) layer. Except these kind of irregularities in data, the available evidence appears to suggest that in most of the real multiplex networks, probability of connection in one (target) layer of the network does have positive correlation with similarity in some other (auxiliary) layer i.e. as similarity grows higher in the auxiliary layer, it can be a signal of higher connection probability in target layer. This observation, develops the claim that for link prediction in target layer, not only the similarity of nodes in that same layer, but also their similarity in some other auxiliary layer can be utilized. Notice that this rising pattern in trans p is observed in almost all datasets under scrutiny, independent from the choice of similarity measure. The previously described property of trans-layer connection probability lies at the heart of the current study, shaping the main idea of the proposed multiplex link prediction method.
Furthermore, by simultaneously partitioning U  based on their similarity in both target and auxiliary layers, we obtain TA bb  partitions or 2d-bins. Within each 2d-bin, the fraction of target layer links to total node pairs included i.e. the empirical connection probability in target layer is computed. In (Fig 3) , empirical probability of connection in 2d-bins is presented for the same duplexes as in (Fig 2) . Several results can be inferred by scrutinizing (Fig 3) . Increment of the empirical probability of connection in the horizontal axis expresses the effectiveness of the similarity measure in target layer; the higher the bin number, the larger the fraction of node pairs that have formed links. Another aspect of the above figure is the ascension of the empirical probability of connection as the bin number of the auxiliary layer or the vertical axis (except Drosophila in Fig 3-d) , which is a sign of positive correlation between the probability of connection in target layer and similarity in the auxiliary layer; so far totally consistent with Figs Fig 1 and Fig 2. This cross-layer connection and similarity correlation are observed in the majority of datasets under study, in which a subset of them are presented above.
A subtle observation on the data comprises a difference in the ascension pace of empirical connection probability in target similarity (horizontal axis) versus auxiliary similarity (vertical axis). On the basis of the evidence currently available, it seems fair to suggest that, although the growth of trans-layer connection probability increases the empirical probability of connection in the target layer, intra-layer similarity brings it up faster. It can be deduced that intra-layer similarities play more important roles compared to trans-layer similarities. Therefore, later in the proposed model, the intra-layer connection probability will be considered a stronger signal than the trans-layer counterpart.
The following sub-sections are concerned with the issue of how to estimate probability of connection in the target layer of a multiplex network by incorporating other layers' structural information with a systematic approach that generalizes beyond specific data.
Fusion of Decisions
Consider two independent decision makers that determine the probability of occurrence of a certain event corresponding to a binary random variable. Each of them declares a probability p and q (where 0 , 1 pq  ) for the same event, respectively. One would want to reach to a consensus based on these two different opinions. This goal can be achieved by incorporating various functions that operate on input probabilities. The AND operator is one such function:
Another option could be the OR operator, defined as:
If the opinion of one of the decision makers is superior to the other one, the OR operator can be easily modified by employing a weight parameter  :
The more interesting function in the context of current research is the OR operator, for two reasons: 1) fits much better in the problem of link prediction as it is less prone to variations of only one of the input probabilities, 2) the weighted form provides a parameter to control the superiority of one of the input opinions. We will return to the issue of fusion of decisions in the following sub-section when characterizing the link prediction model.
The Multiplex Link Prediction Model
On these grounds, a model is suggested to predict probability of connection between node pairs in a layer of the multiplex network such as T which incorporates information both from the layer itself and from some other auxiliary layer A . The similarity between two distinct nodes x and y is defined as:
where ( 1| , )
is the uncertainty of existence of a link between ( , ) xy in the target layer when their target and auxiliary bin numbers are known. According to equation (4), we can write:
The first term in equation (19) can be derived by incorporating equation (2): 20) where T xy S is the min-max normalized similarity score of the pair ( , ) xy in target layer T , i.e. the probability of connection in target layer (without any knowledge on bins partitioning) is estimated with similarity in that same layer, intuitively. The second term in equation (19) is the mutual information of ( , ) xy being connected in the target layer and belonging to 
Equation (21) propounds the view that a group of node pairs dwelling in known target and auxiliary bins can be looked at similarly. To be more specific, if the goal is to obtain the mutual information between the event that ( , ) xy are connected and the event that it resides in both T i S and A j S , a possible workaround is to estimate it with the reduction in uncertainty of connection of any node pair due to which bins (target and auxiliary) it belongs to. Thus, according to equation (4), we proceed by expanding the right hand side of equation (21):
The term ( 1)
T IL  in equation (22) is the self-information of that a randomly chosen node pair is linked in target layer T . Clearly,
T IL  is the same for every node pair in the multiplex network; therefore, it does not affect the scoring (node pairs ranking), and it can be safely neglected. 
. On the basis of our discussion on fusion of decisions, the probability ( 1| , ) pSi.e. trans-layer connection probability in T w.r.t auxiliary layer A . Therefore, similar to equation (17), the weighted OR of intra and trans-layer connection probabilities concludes in:
, est (Fig 4-a, c) shows the values of (Fig 3-a, c) , respectively. In (Fig 4-b, d ) the distance matrix of estimated and empirical connection probability in 2d-bins corresponding to Air/Train and Drosophila (Fig 4-b, d ) demonstrates that estimated connection probability matrices are similar to their empirical counterparts as only a few intense colors (large differences) can be observed on distance matrices. Fig 3Fig 4 belong to a single training phase (iteration), therefore a quantitative measure is needed to analyze the general estimation quality. We denote a notion of dissimilarity as:
where F Q is the Frobenius norm of matrix Q, denoted as follows [47] : (25) The result of equation (23) Table 2 the dissimilarity measure defined by equation (23) is computed for multiplex layer pairs of the networks under study. It shows that in most cases the dissimilarity is between 0.15 and 0.4 . This moderately low dissimilarity indicates that our estimation can represent the underlying empirical connection probability in 2d-bins without over-fitting. Table 2 Estimation quality for multiplex layer pairs (duplexes). Column ̅ represents the dissimilarity between empirical and estimated connection probabilities in 2d-bins, averaged over 100 iterations. To put it altogether, we plug equations (19)- (23) into equation (18) which results in the final scoring scheme. Thus, SimBins similarity score of a node pair ( , ) xy in target layer T with the aid of auxiliary layer A where ( , ) ; {1,..., }, {1,..., }
AUX LAYER
(empirical values of intra and trans-layer connection probabilities are used):
Now that our multiplex scoring model is complete, we will proceed by evaluating the method on the datasets introduced earlier.
Experimental Results
The link prediction performance on 8 different datasets and a total of 24 network layers has been reported in Table 3 . The evaluation metric is the average AUC over 100 training phases (iterations) with train ratio set to For each base measure, the highest average AUC is shown in bold. For each duplex (row), the highest AUC among all of the methods (independent from the choice of base measure) is highlighted with an underscore. SimBins dominates other two methods and proves to be an effective multiplex link prediction method because of several reasons: (i) Most of the time SimBins is superior to the other methods by up to 30% performance advantage. Consequently, in most duplexes, nearly independent from the base similarity measure, SimBins dedicates the bold entries to itself (ii) In a large fraction of duplexes, the overall best mean AUC belongs to SimBins (iii) SimBins performs better than the single-layer method (or Table 3 for example. The slightly negative correlation between similarity in the auxiliary layer (Suppressive) and connection probability in the target layer (Additive), as argued in discussion on (Fig 2-d) 70% .
There exist occasions in which SimBins cannot improve the link prediction performance compared to the base similarity measure. Specifically, Drosophila which the absence of trans-layer correlation as discussed earlier is the underlying reason. And, in London Transport, node multiplexity is far too low as shown in Table 1 ; consequently, very few nodes are shared among different layers that makes utilization of structural similarities between layers a hard task. Evidently, the AA scores of Overground and DLR layers in London Transport are almost all zeros, hence is the 50% AUC.
In Physicians simple addition of the layers' similarities and SimBins perform much the same. Interestingly, the degree correlation between the duplexes of Physicians is very high e.g. the Pearson degree correlation between Advice and Discuss layers is 0.73 .
Remarkably, the results appear to suggest that choosing AA and RA as base similarity measures, leads to the best overall performance in most of the multiplex networks.
Complexity Analysis
Consider a duplex network is the dominating term in realnetworks; meaning that SimBins imposes minor overhead to the base similarity measures.
Discussion and Conclusions
Network science has proven that discerning the topology of a complex system helps understand its underlying dynamical processes [21] . Many of real-world complex systems can be characterized as multiplex networks due to the existence of various types of relations e.g. work-related and friendship interactions. Link prediction task can shed light on evolution of complex systems. In this manuscript, we explored the intra-layer and trans-layer correlations in multiplex networks and verified that in many real multiplex networks, connection probability in some layer is correlated with similarity in another layer of the same multiplex. Subsequently, we developed a link prediction model by incorporating information theory concepts for characterizing intuitions gather from observed data.
The proposed method, works on a pair of multiplex's layers i.e. a duplex. Different ideas can be conducted to extend it to use multiple layers' topology for link prediction. TA is computed according to equation (26) . The other -not as straightforward as previous-idea is to compose and study bins of more than two dimensions. This extension, although more systematic, might suffer from heavy sparsity of samples (imagine node pairs residing in 3d-bins).
In SimBins, it is stated that a default parameter value 15 is chosen for the number of bins or node pairs partitions. Obviously, the higher the number of bins the higher the resolution of estimations; if set too high, the efficiency and generalization capability of the method weakens and, if set too low, the loss of resolution concludes in insufficient discrimination. A value between 15 and 50 is recommended;
SimBins shows no significant sensitivity in terms of accuracy in the mentioned range. Eventually, SimBins is compared with a single-layer method and a multiplex method on 8 multiplexes; (1) base similarity measure in the target layer and (2) simple addition of similarities in target and auxiliary layers, respectively. It is shown that SimBins outperforms the other two methods by up to 30% mean AUC boost in most cases. Besides, it performs worse than target similarity very rarely and is more robust to deceptive signals compared to simple addition of similarities. It is mentioned that in some networks, such as London Transport and Drosophila, SimBins seems to be unprofitable as a result of massively condensed node pairs similarity distribution and negative trans-layer correlations. The aforementioned issues can be tackled in future related works.
